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Financial & Managerial Accounting
Eldenburg’s fourth edition of Management Accounting combines the basic technical issues associated with cost
management, management accounting and control with more recent and emerging themes and issues. Management
accounting is a compulsory element of the accounting major, and this text is written to cover the content typically taught in
the two management accounting units offered in most accounting programs. The Management Accounting interactive etext features a range of instructional media content designed to provide students with an engaging learning experience.
This includes case videos, interactive problems and questions with immediate feedback. Eldenburg’s unique resource can
also form the basis of a blended learning solution for lecturers.

Managerial Accounting: Asia-Pacific Edition
Business professionals that need to gain a stronger understanding of key accounting concepts will appreciate this book’s
approach. It focuses on the core concepts framed within the context of one company, C & C Sports and its supply chain.
Through this example, they’ll learn fundamentals of how a business operates along with the type of decisions that
managers must make on a daily basis. Focus On mini chapters incorporate streamlined, complete coverage of certain
topics. Reinforcing examples and exercises are also included to enable business professionals to assess their level of
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understanding before progressing to more advanced discussions.

Managerial Accounting for Managers
A less-expensive grayscale paperback version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680922936. Principles of Accounting is
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting course that covers the fundamentals
of financial and managerial accounting. This book is specifically designed to appeal to both accounting and non-accounting
majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to build a strong foundation that can be
applied across business fields. Each chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for today's college student.
Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each chapter, allowing students to build on emerging accounting
knowledge. Concepts are further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed business processes. Students
are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of accounting in order to reinforce concepts and promote
comprehension over rote memorization.

Introduction to Financial Accounting
Introduction to Managerial Accounting, 4/e by Brewer/Garrison/Noreen is based on the market-leading text, Managerial
Accounting, by Garrison, Noreen and Brewer. However, this is not simply a briefer book with chapters removed; B/G/N has
been rethought and retooled to meet the needs of the market. B/G/N 4/e is a more accessible, yet thoroughly studentfriendly text that satisfies the basic needs of the managerial accounting student without unnecessary depth on advanced
topics associated with the follow-up course: cost accounting/cost management. Faculty and students alike will find this new
edition has retained the hallmark features of the Garrison brand: author-written supplements, excellent readability, terrific
examples, and balanced end-of-chapter material.

Intermediate Accounting
For courses in Financial and Managerial Accounting. Expanding on proven success with Horngren's financial and managerial
accounting Horngren's Financial and Managerial Accounting, The Financial Chapters present the core content and principles
of accounting in a fresh format designed to help today's learners succeed. As teachers first, the author team knows the
importance of delivering a reader experience free of obstacles. Their pedagogy and content uses leading methods in
teaching readers critical foundational topics and concentrates on improving individual results. With this in mind, the 6th
Edition continues to focus on readability and comprehension and takes this a step further in the managerial chapters by
employing a new theme to help readers see how managerial accounting is used as a tool to help all business people make
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decisions. By providing more meaningful learning tools, this title helps readers clear hurdles, like never before. Also
available with MyLab Accounting MyLab(tm) Accounting is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed
to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what
they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material
and understand difficult concepts. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab Accounting does not come
packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab Accounting, ask your instructor for the
correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more information. If you would
like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab Accounting, search for: 0134674588 / 9780134674582 Horngren's
Financial & Managerial Accounting, The Financial Chapters Plus MyLab Accounting with Pearson eText -- Access Card
Package, 6/e Package consists of: 0134461657 / 9780134461656 MyLab Accounting with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for
Horngren's Financial & Managerial Accounting, The Financial Chapters 0134486846 / 9780134486840 Horngren's Financial
& Managerial Accounting, The Financial Chapters

Managerial Accounting
The emphasis of MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING, 6e is on teaching students to use accounting information to best manage an
organization. In a practice Hilton pioneered in the first edition, each chapter is written around a realistic business or focus
company that guides the reader through the topics of that chapter. Known for balanced examples of Service, Retail,
Nonprofit and Manufacturing companies, Hilton offers a clear, engaging writing style that has been praised by instructors
and students alike. As in previous editions, there is significant coverage of contemporary topics such as activity-based
costing, target costing, the value chain, customer profitability analysis, and throughput costing while also including
traditional topics such as job-order costing, budgeting and performance evaluation.

Financial and Managerial Accounting
This classic text for MBA programs offers balanced coverage of concepts, methods, and uses of managerial accounting with
an increasingly strong emphasis on management decision-making. This approach helps focus on concepts and managerial
uses of financial information rather than techniques of cost accounting. The current edition emphasizes international issues,
strategic effects of decisions, ethics, and new management accounting trends. Also emphasized are process improvement,
integration of financial reporting issues for management decision-making, and application of managerial accounting tools to
the emerging service sector, government, and nonprofits in examples and problem material.

Accounting with MyAccountingLab
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Garrison - Your guide through the challenging waters of managerial accounting. For centuries, the lighthouse has stood as a
beacon of guidance for mariners at sea. More than an aid to navigation, the lighthouse symbolizes safety, permanence,
reliability, and the comforts of the familiar. For this reason, we have chosen to illustrate the Canadian eighth edition
ofManagerial Accountingby Garrison, Chesley, Carroll and Webb with an image that encapsulates the greatest strengths of
this market leading text. Garrison is your guide through the challenging waters of managerial accounting. It identifies the
three functions managers must perform within their organizations—plan operations, control activities, and make
decisions—and explains what accounting information is necessary for these functions, how to collect it, and how to interpret
it. Managerial Accounting8ce focuses, now as in the past, on three qualities: Relevance, Balance and Clarity. The authors'
steady focus on these core elements has led to tremendous results! As seafarers look to the lighthouse for direction along
unfamiliar shore, so too can Garrison act as a compass for students seeking to master this course.

Introduction to Managerial Accounting
For undergraduate and graduate courses in advanced accounting. An in-depth guide to accounting that reflects the most upto-date business developments. This comprehensive textbook addresses practical financial reporting problems while
reflecting recent business developments and changes in accounting standards. This edition has been rewritten to align with
the Financial Accounting Standards Board Accounting Standards Codification.

Managerial Accounting for Strategic Decision Making, Preliminary Edition
For introductory, undergraduate Managerial Accounting courses. Rock-solid decision-making through strong coverage and
effective practice Students interact with businesses every day where they work, where they shop, even where they blog. At
the core of these businesses are rock-solid managerial accounting fundamentals that students don't always see. Authors
Wendy Tietz, Karen Braun, and Walter Harrison show the connection between accounting concepts and the businesses
students interact with in their new text, Managerial Accounting. By presenting the accounting decisions made in companies
like Target and J. Crew, this text's precise coverage of the core concepts combined with the unlimited practice in
MyAccountingLab, the text's market-leading online homework and tutorial program gets students engaged in the learning
process. With Managerial Accounting and MyAccountingLab, students will have more "I Get It!" moments and leave the
course with a rock-solid understanding of managerial accounting. For this edition, Wendy Tietz, of Kent State University,
contributed as coauthor. Dr. Tietz is an award-winning and experienced accounting and technology educator. Together, the
authors refined their philosophy for the end-of-chapter and supplementary material for the second edition.
MyAccountingLab New Design is now available for this title! MyAccountingLab New Design offers: One Place for All of Your
Courses. Improved registration experience and a single point of access for instructors and students who are teaching and
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learning multiple MyLab/Mastering courses. A Simplified User Interface. The new user interface offers quick and easy access
to Assignments, Study Plan, eText & Results, as well as additional option for course customization. New Communication
Tools. The following new communication tools can be used to foster collaboration, class participation, and group work.
Email: Instructors can send emails to their entire class, to individual students or to instructors who has access to their
course. Discussion Board: The discussion board provides students with a space to respond and react to the discussions you
create. These posts can also be separated out into specific topics where students can share their opinions/answers and
respond to their fellow classmates' posts. Chat/ ClassLive: ClassLive is an interactive chat tool that allows instructors and
students to communicate in real time. ClassLive can be used with a group of students or one-on-one to share images or
PowerPoint presentations, draw or write objects on a whiteboard, or send and received graphed or plotted equations.
ClassLive also has additional classroom management tools, including polling and hand-raising. Enhanced eText. Available
within the online course materials and offline via an iPad app, the enhanced eText allows instructors and students to
highlight, bookmark, take notes, and share with one another.

Solutions Manual
Managerial Accounting
Financial and Managerial Accounting provides students with a clear introduction to fundamental accounting concepts
beginning with the building blocks of the accounting cycle and continuing through financial statements. This product is ideal
for a two-semester Financial and Managerial Accounting sequence where students spend equal time learning financial and
managerial accounting concepts as well as learn the accounting cycle from a corporate perspective.

Accounting: What the Numbers Mean
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyAccountingLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would
like to purchase both the physical text and MyAccountingLab search for ISBN-10: 0134047478 /ISBN-13: 9780134047478 .
That package includes ISBN-10: 013385129X /ISBN-13: 9780133851298 and ISBN-10: 0133877248 /ISBN-13:
9780133877243. For courses in Financial and Managerial Accounting. Expanding on Proven Success with Horngren's
Financial and Managerial Accounting Horngren’s Financial and Managerial Accounting presents the core content of the
accounting course in a fresh format designed to help today’s learners succeed. The Eleventh Edition expands on the proven
success of the significant revision to the Horngren franchise and uses what the authors have learned from focus groups,
market feedback, and colleagues to create livelier classrooms, provide meaningful learning tools, and give professors
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resources to help students inside and outside the class. First, the authors ensured that content was clear, consistent, and
above all, accurate. Every chapter is reviewed to ensure that students understand what they are reading and that there is
consistency from chapter to chapter. The author team worked every single accounting problem and employed a team of
accounting professors from across the nation to review for accuracy. This edition continues the focus on student success
and provides resources for professors to create an active and engaging classroom. Through MyAccountingLab, students
have the opportunity to watch author recorded solution videos, practice the accounting cycle using an interactive tutorial,
and watch in-depth author-driven animated lectures that cover every learning objective. In addition, all instructor resources
have been updated to accompany this edition of the book, including the PowerPoint presentations and Test Bank. Also
available with MyAccountingLab ® MyAccountingLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to
work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they
learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and
understand difficult concepts.

Survey of Accounting
Horngren's Financial & Managerial Accounting, the Financial Chapters
Equip your students with the managerial accounting knowledge they need to become influential business leaders with the
unique integrated learning system in CORNERSTONES OF MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING, 6E. Based on extensive research, the
CORNERSTONES approach presents materials the way today's students learn. The step-by-step CORNERSTONES approach
helps students establish a strong foundation before moving forward. Students master the basics more quickly so they can
transition to analyzing and applying concepts. Rather than focusing on concepts in isolation, the text presents accounting
as a system−emphasizing how the end result changes based on how the numbers affect each other. CORNERSTONES OF
MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING's well-rounded approach helps students master basic managerial accounting concepts, explore
the interrelationships of key variables, make sound decisions based on careful analysis, and apply their skills to business
situations. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Accounting
Intermediate Accounting, 3e, by Spiceland/Sepe/Tomassini will gain support in traditional and technology-driven accounting
departments, especially those looking for a more concise, decision-making text that reinforces challenging concepts via CDPage 6/13
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ROM. The revision of this text is based around a "Learning System." The revision of this "Learning System" was built on
improving the clarity of the chapters, emphasizing more decision-making in order to prepare students for the changes
taking place on the CPA exam, acknowledging the diversity of students and their learning styles by creating supplemental
materials to assure the success of every student, and creating a consistent text and supplemental package for both
students and instructor's giving us the best possible intermediate text on the market. Returning to the Third edition is the
award winning "Coach" CD-ROM. The Coach CD-ROM is a multimedia product integrating audio and video clips, animated
illustrations, cases, and alternative reading material that helps students comprehend some of the more difficult topics
associated with intermediate accounting. Designed specifically for the Spiceland text, instructors and students will find
these learning tools placed strategically throughout the text. This is the most comprehensive Learning System in
Intermediate Accounting. At only 1120 pages (300 pages less than the average intermediate accounting text),
Spiceland/S/T has not sacrificed content for pages. Instead, the authors have created a very flexible text with a student
friendly writing style that focuses on explaining not just how to apply a procedure, but why it's applied.

Managerial Accounting
With its tried-and-true framework and respected author team, Horngren/Harrison/Oliver's Financial & Managerial Accounting
is the trusted choice for instructors and students of Principles of Accounting. Accounting and the Business Environment;
Recording Business Transactions; The Adjusting Process; Completing the Accounting Cycle; Merchandising Operations;
Merchandise Inventory; Internal Control and Cash; Receivables; Plant Assets and Intangibles; Current Liabilities and Payroll;
Long-Term Liabilities, Bonds Payable, and Classification of Liabilities on the Balance Sheet; Corporations, Paid-In Capital,
and the Balance Sheet; Corporations: Effects on Retained Earnings and the Income Statement Statement of Cash Flows;
Financial Statement Analysis; Introduction to Management Accounting; Job Order and Process Costing; Activity-Based
Costing and Other Cost-Management Tools; Cost-Volume-Profit Analysis; Short-Term Business Decisions; Capital Investment
Decisions and the Time Value of Money; The Master Budget and Responsibility Accounting; Flexible Budgets and Standard
Costs; Performance Evaluation and the Balanced Scorecard MARKET: For anyone interested in learning the principles of
accounting.

Financial Management
Contains, for each text chapter: pretest, chapter overview, detailed chapter review - including study tips, practice test
questions and demonstration problems with worked-out solutions.

Managerial Accounting for Undergraduates
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Principles of Accounting Volume 2 - Managerial Accounting
Managerial Accounting is characterised by a strong pedagogical framework and a dynamic and practical approach that
directly demonstrates how students can develop their careers in real life. The text introduces students to the underlying
concepts and applications of management accounting tools based on the traditional allocation approach and absorption
costing method, and uses Staircase exercises in each chapter to build knowledge and help learners to link the content
between chapters as they progress through the book. This title uses easy-to-understand, student-friendly language,
uncomplicated examples, a logical discussion of concepts that matches student learning processes, and clear visual
explanations that support student understanding.

Advanced Accounting
Intermediate Accounting: IFRS Edition provides the tools global accounting students need to understand IFRS and how it is
applied in practice. The emphasis on fair value, the proper accounting for financial instruments, and the new developments
related to leasing, revenue recognition, and financial statement presentation are examined in light of current practice.
Global Accounting Insights highlight the important differences that remain between IFRS and U.S. GAAP, and discuss the
ongoing joint convergence efforts to resolve them. Comprehensive, up-to-date, and accurate, Intermediate Accounting: IFRS
Edition includes proven pedagogical tools, designed to help students learn more effectively and to answer the changing
needs of this course.

Managerial Accounting
"Introduction to Managerial Accounting," 5/e by Brewer/Garrison/Noreen is based on the market-leading text, "Managerial
Accounting," by Garrison, Noreen and Brewer. However, this is not simply a briefer book with chapters removed; Brewer 5e
has been rethought and retooled to meet the needs of the market. Brewer 5e is a more accessible, yet thoroughly studentfriendly text that satisfies the basic needs of the managerial accounting student without unnecessary depth on advanced
topics associated with the follow-up course: cost accounting/cost management. Faculty and students alike will find this new
edition has retained the hallmark features of the Garrison brand: author-written supplements, excellent readability, terrific
examples, and balanced end-of-chapter material.

Managerial Accounting
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Managerial Accounting
ISE Managerial Accounting for Managers
For undergraduate courses in corporate finance and financial management. Develop and begin to apply financial principles
People often struggle to see how financial concepts relate to their personal lives and prospective careers. Financial
Management: Principles and Applications gives readers a big picture perspective of finance and how it is important in their
personal and professional lives. Utilizing five key principles, the 13th Edition provides an approachable introduction to
financial decision-making, weaving in real world issues to demonstrate the practical applications of critical financial
concepts. Also available with MyFinanceLab(tm) MyFinanceLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program
designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students
practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb
course material and understand difficult concepts. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyLab(tm)&
Mastering(tm) does not come packaged with this content. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyLab &
Mastering, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative
for more information. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyLab & Mastering, search for: 0134640845 /
9780134640846 Financial Management: Principles and Applications Plus MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card
Package Package consists of: 0134417216 / 9780134417219 Financial Management: Principles and Applications
0134417607 / 9780134417608 MyFinanceLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Financial Management: Principles and
Applications

Intermediate Accounting Update Edition with CD-ROM, Net Tutor, Powerweb, Alternate
Exercises and Problems
Providing coverage of topics such as relevant costs for decision making, capital budgeting decisions, segment reporting and
decentralization, this text offers a glimpse into how real companies use managerial accounting concepts in their practical
applications. Authors Eric Noreen, Peter Brewer, and Ray Garrison have crafted a streamlined Managerial Accounting book
that is perfect for non-accounting majors who intend to move into managerial positions by focusing on the fundamentals to
develop the conceptual framework managers need to succeed.This is done by adhering to the three core
standards:FOCUSNoreen/Brewer/Garrison pinpoint the key managerial concepts students will need in their future careers.
With no journal entries or financial accounting topics to worry about, students can focus on the fundamental principles of
managerial accounting. The manager approach in Noreen allows students to develop the conceptual framework needed to
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succeed, with a focus on decision making and analytical skills.RELEVANCEBuilding student interest with its insightful
Business Focus vignettes opening each chapter, current In Business examples throughout the text, and tried-and-true endof-chapter material, students will always see the real-world applicability of Noreen/Brewer/Garrison.BALANCEThere is more
than one type of business, and so Noreen/Brewer/Garrison covers a variety of business models, including nonprofit, retail,
service, wholesale, and manufacturing organizations. Service company examples are highlighted with icons in the margins
of the text

Fundamental Financial Accounting Concepts
会计学精选教材·英文改编版

会计学教程与案例
Fundamentals of Cost Accounting
Includes Homework Manager, and an interactive online version of the text.

Managerial Accounting
Horngren's Financial & Managerial Accounting, The Managerial Chapters
For Principle of Accounting Courses (Sole Proprietorship). The trusted choice for “I Get It!” moments! With its tried-and-true
framework and respected author team, Horngren/Harrison/Oliver’s Accounting–when combined with MyAccountingLab–is
the trusted choice for instructors and students of Principles of Accounting. The ninth edition preserves the classic, solid
foundation of the previous editions, while also including a modern and fresh teaching approach that helps students
understand the complexities of accounting, giving them more "I Get It!” moments.

Cost Accounting
Managerial Accounting provides students with a clear introduction to fundamental managerial accounting concepts. One of
the major goals of this product is to orient students to the application of accounting principles and techniques in practice.
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By providing students with numerous opportunities for practice with a focus on real-world companies, students are better
prepared as decision makers in the contemporary business world.

Principles of Accounting Volume 1 - Financial Accounting
会计学原理
By helping students develop an intuitive understanding of the subject, Microelectronics teaches them to think like
engineers. The second edition of Razavi’s Microelectronics retains its hallmark emphasis on analysis by inspection and
building students’ design intuition, and it incorporates a host of new pedagogical features that make it easier to teach and
learn from, including: application sidebars, self-check problems with answers, simulation problems with SPICE and
MULTISIM, and an expanded problem set that is organized by degree of difficulty and more clearly associated with specific
chapter sections.

Cornerstones of Managerial Accounting
Warren’s SURVEY OF ACCOUNTING, 8E provides future managers, leaders and professionals with an overview of the basic
topics of financial and managerial accounting. The book’s unique Integrated Financial Statement Framework illustrates the
impact of transactions on financial statements without the use of detailed rules and procedures involving debits and credits.
Additionally, this edition also introduces and incorporates Warren’s Metric Analysis to link transactions and management
decisions to metrics that assess the financial condition and performance of businesses - demonstrating the impact of
transactions and management decisions on business. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Microelectronics
决策与控制会计
The authors have kept the text concise by focusing on the key concepts students need to master. Opening vignettes & 'in
action' boxes show realistic applications of these concepts throughout. Comprehensive end-of-chapter problems provide
students with all the practice they need to fully learn each concept.
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Managerial Accounting
Management Accounting
The text and images in this book are in grayscale. A hardback color version is available. Search for ISBN 9781680922929.
Principles of Accounting is designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of a two-semester accounting course
that covers the fundamentals of financial and managerial accounting. This book is specifically designed to appeal to both
accounting and non-accounting majors, exposing students to the core concepts of accounting in familiar ways to build a
strong foundation that can be applied across business fields. Each chapter opens with a relatable real-life scenario for
today's college student. Thoughtfully designed examples are presented throughout each chapter, allowing students to build
on emerging accounting knowledge. Concepts are further reinforced through applicable connections to more detailed
business processes. Students are immersed in the "why" as well as the "how" aspects of accounting in order to reinforce
concepts and promote comprehension over rote memorization.

Introduction to Managerial Accounting
本书分财务会计和管理会计两部分。本册从管理者的角度,通过大量案例的分析,发现会计这种“商业语言”的潜在价值,从而培养和提高他们在管理实践中使用会计信息的能力.
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